GET
THE
FACTS: Gifts of Property

A gift of property, also called an
“in-kind gift,” refers to donations
of touchable possessions such as
real estate, special collections,
cultural objects and works of art.
A gift of property is an excellent way to support IISD
Experimental Lakes Area. A gift of property may be
kept for use by IISD Experimental Lakes Area, or it
may be sold. A donation receipt will be given for the
resale value of the gift as decided through an appraisal.
This option may suit individuals—generally over age
55—who own a home or investment property such as a
cottage, but no longer need the property or the money
from its sale.
Please note that these gifts require IISD Experimental
Lakes Area approval in advance of acceptance.

Thank you for considering how
you can leave a legacy through
IISD Experimental Lakes Area.

For more information, please
call Tammy Hildebrand, IISDELA Director of Development:

How does making a gift of
property benefit you?
It provides you the opportunity to fulfill dreams of
making a larger contribution that is normally not
possible during one’s lifetime—an achievement for you
and your loved ones to be proud of.
By giving a gift of property, you create a lasting
legacy that shows your generosity and support of IISD
Experimental Lakes Area. It allows you to give
through possessions you don’t need, normally without
changing your income or lifestyle.
You will receive a donation receipt for the resale value
of the property, as decided by a qualified professional
appraisal. If the gift is your home, any increase in value
since you purchased it will not be taxed.
Note: If you are considering the donation of property
(an in-kind gift), it is recommended that you consult
your professional advisor to make sure that all available
tax benefits are fully used. Some in-kind gifts are taxable
for the increase in their resale value since you purchased
them. Even so, these taxes are usually eliminated entirely
by the tax credits produced by the charitable gift.

IISD Experimental Lakes Area
111 Lombard Ave – Suite 325
Winnipeg, Manitoba R3B 0T4

P: 1 (204) 958-7700 ext. 719
E: thildebrand@iisd-ela.org
This material provides general information and is not intended to constitute or
replace specific professional advice. Donors considering a legacy gift should speak
to an advisor with appropriate tax and other expertise (e.g., a lawyer) to implement a
strategy that achieves their objectives.
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